


REFEREED JOURNAL ARTICLES


**ABSTRACTS AND BOOK REVIEWS IN JOURNALS**


OTHER BULLETINS AND NUMBERED REPORTS


PROCEEDINGS ARTICLES


Connor, John M., 2007. Global Antitrust Prosecutions of International Cartels: Focus on Asia, Department of Business Administration, National Taipei University, Taipei, Taiwan.

Connor, John M., 2007. Thoughts on Research and Academic Publishing, Department of Business Administration, National Taipei University, Taipei, Taiwan.


Florax, Raymond J.G. M., 2007. The Ohio State University, Seminar series Department of Agricultural, Environmental and Development Economics, Assessment and valuation of spatial risk: Hedonic models of the risk of flooding and more, Columbus, OH, USA.


Florax, Raymond J.G.M., L. de Dominicis and H.L.F. de Groot, 2007. Savannah, USA, NARSC, Regional clusters of innovative activities in Europe: are social and geographical proximity the key determinants?

Florax, Raymond J.G.M., S.E. Chen and S. Snyder, 2007. Savannah, USA, NARSC, Does where we live matter? Understanding the link between obesity and the market for food.


OTHER PUBLISHED RESEARCH PAPERS

http://ageconsearch.umn.edu/bitstream/9381/1/sp07ch05.pdf


http://ageconsearch.umn.edu/bitstream/36975/2/174364.pdf


STAFF/WORKING PAPERS


EXTENSION CIRCULARS AND SIMILAR


ARTICLES IN PURDUE AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS REPORT


CES PAPERS AND SIMILAR


TRADE ARTICLES


http://www.agriculture.purdue.edu/agcomm/newscolumns/CCarchives.htm#2007

http://www.agriculture.purdue.edu/agcomm/newscolumns/CCarchives.htm#2007

http://www.agriculture.purdue.edu/agcomm/newscolumns/CCarchives.htm#2007

http://www.agriculture.purdue.edu/agcomm/newscolumns/CCarchives.htm#2007

http://www.agriculture.purdue.edu/agcomm/newscolumns/CCarchives.htm#2007

http://www.agriculture.purdue.edu/agcomm/newscolumns/CCarchives.htm#2007

http://www.agriculture.purdue.edu/agcomm/newscolumns/CCarchives.htm#2007

http://www.agriculture.purdue.edu/agcomm/newscolumns/CCarchives.htm#2007

http://www.agriculture.purdue.edu/agcomm/newscolumns/CCarchives.htm#2007

http://www.agriculture.purdue.edu/agcomm/newscolumns/CCarchives.htm#2007
http://www.agriculture.purdue.edu/agcomm/newscolumns/CCarchives.htm#2007


http://www.agrimarketing.com/show_story.php?id=44520


Roucan-Kane, Maud and Michael Boehlje, 2007. “Always Innovating,” Sales and Marketing Insights from Purdue University, AgriMarketing, page 17, November/December.


OTHER EXTENSION PUBLICATIONS


Boehlje, Michael and Bruce Erickson, 2007. “Farm Consolidation and Market Integration: Will Crop Production Follow Livestock’s Lead?” Purdue University, Top Farmer Crop Workshop Newsletter, February.


Boehlje, Michael and Bruce Erickson, 2007. “Adapting Your Management Style as Farm Business Structures Change,” Purdue University, Top Farmer Crop Workshop Newsletter, March.


CASE STUDIES

Akridge, J., M. Roucan-Kane, A. Gray, M. Boehlje and C. Bitsanis, 2007. “Excel Cooperative: Strategic Response to the Boom in Ethanol,” Center for Food and Agricultural Business, Department of Agricultural Economics, Purdue University, CAB CS 07.2, March.


COMPUTER DOCUMENTATION AND GUIDES

Worked with Luc Valentin and Alan Miller to develop a Web page of leasing materials that people could use as reference material in establishing cash rent for 2008. With Alan Miller a spreadsheet was developed to compare Crop-Share and Cash Rent Lease Alternatives. With Luc Valentin and Alan Miller; a Flex Rent, Crop-Share, and Cash Rent Lease Comparison Spreadsheet was developed.  
<http://www.agecon.purdue.edu/extension/pubs/farmland_values_resources.asp>
10 chapter books that are perfect to read aloud to children ages 4 to 6 years old. The book list includes a mix of classic and contemporary titles to share. 4th Grade Reading Kids Reading Book Club Books Book Lists Read Aloud Books Summer Reading Lists Book Girl Chapter Books Children's Literature. Wholesome Middle Grade Chapter Books for Girls Ages 9 - 12. Favorite New Chapter Books, January and February 2020. Ready for a batch of new January and February 2020 chapter books? The templates for chapters in edited books are shown below, for print books, electronic books, and books with DOIs (either print or electronic), respectively: Author, A. A. (Year). Title of chapter. In B. B. Editor (Ed.), Title of book (pp. xxx–xxx). Here information on both the whole book and the chapter is provided. This allows the reader to retrieve the book and to know who is responsible for both the whole book and the chapter in question. If there are no page numbers in the electronic book, omit that portion of the reference. Book titles are italicised. Capitalisation - Capitalise only the first word of the title and of the subtitle, if any, and any proper nouns. Details about edition, volume number or chapter page range are placed in parentheses directly after the title, with the period after the parentheses, e.g., (2nd ed.). or (Rev. ed.). or (Vol. xvi). Article titles are not italicised. Inclusive page numbers for all articles and chapters in books should be included in the reference list. List page numbers in full (e.g., 132-135, not 132-5).